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Abstract. A cellular automaton is a parallel synchronous computing model, which con-
sists in a juxtaposition of finite automata whose state evolves according to that of their
neighbors. It induces a dynamical system on the set of configurations, i.e. the infinite
sequences of cell states. The limit set of the cellular automaton is the set of configurations
which can be reached arbitrarily late in the evolution. In this paper, we prove that all
properties of limit sets of cellular automata with binary-state cells are undecidable, except
surjectivity. This is a refinement of the classical “Rice Theorem” that Kari proved on
cellular automata with arbitrary state sets.
Introduction
Among all results on undecidability, Rice’s Theorem [Ric53] is probably one of the most
important. It can be seen as stating the following: for any property on the functions com-
puted by Turing machines, the set of corresponding machines is either trivial or undecidable.
Following Church-Turing thesis, it is often thought that this result should remain true for
other computational systems. It has, for instance, been extended with various restrictions
to general dynamical systems [DB04], tilings [LW08] or, in a weaker form [CD04].
In this paper, we shall focus on a specific model known as cellular automata, introduced
by Von Neumann [vN66]. Cellular automata are made of infinitely many cells endowed with
a finite state and interacting locally and synchronously with each other. As this system
does not have any way to give output, study of dynamics often uses the limit set, that
consists of configurations which can appear arbitrarily late [Hur87, Cˇul´ık IIPY89]. In this
domain, Jarkko Kari has already proved an equivalent of Rice theorem [Kar94b] for limit
set. A similar, “perpendicular”, result is also known for the trace, which consists on the
evolution of only one fixed cell [CG07].
On the other hand, it is known that the property of being surjective (i.e. having a full
limit set) is decidable and not trivial for one-dimensional cellular automata [AP72]. Such
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a statement is not contradictory with Kari’s theorem since it is not, properly speaking, a
property of the limit set: a surjective CA can have the same limit set than a non-surjective
one if the alphabets are distinct. Nevertheless, when fixing the alphabet, surjectivity be-
comes a property of the limit set. This leads to the question whether there exist other
decidable properties on limit sets of cellular automata with fixed alphabet [Kar05, DFM00].
In this paper, we shall answer negatively to this question by extending the result of
Kari when fixing the number of states, showing that all properties on limit sets other
than surjectivity are either trivial or undecidable. Note that surjectivity is undecidable for
higher dimensional cellular automata [Kar94a]. Our proofs use borders (example of similar
constructions can be found in [DFV03, CFG07, Pou08]). The idea here is to restrict our
study to nonsurjective cellular automata, since surjectivity is decidable. The (computable)
forbidden words of the image can be used as border words.
The paper is organised as follows: first we give all the necessary definitions in Section 1
and some first properties of limit sets in Section 2. After that, we detail the core encoding
of our construction in Section 3. With all this, we state the main Rice theorem in Section 4
before giving some concluding remarks in Section 5.
1. Definitions
We denote the set with two elements as 2 = {0, 1}. For any alphabet B, we denote
as BZ the set of configurations (all bi-infinite sequences over B). The length of some word
u ∈ B∗ will be noted |u|. A uniform word or configuration is one where a single letter
appears, with repetitions. For any configuration x ∈ BZ or any word x ∈ B∗, l, k ∈ Z, xJl,kJ
denotes the finite pattern xlxl+1 . . . xk−1. This notation is extended to the case where l or
k is infinite.
A cylinder is the subset of configurations [u]i = {x ∈ B
Z | xJi,i+|u|J = u} sharing the
common pattern u ∈ B∗ at position i ∈ Z. Similarly, if E ⊂ Bk for some k ∈ N \ {0}, then
[E]i will stand for the set of configurations x ∈ B
Z such that xJi,i+kJ ∈ E.
The set of configurations BZ is a compact metric space when endowing it with the
metric induced by the Cartesian product of the discrete topology on B. In this setting,
open sets correspond to unions of cylinders.
If b ∈ B, then we note ∞b∞ the configuration consisting in a uniform bi-infinite sequence
of b. If E ⊂ Bk, with k ∈ N \ {0}, then we will represent the set of bi-infinite sequences of
words of E as ∞E∞ =
{
x ∈ BZ
∣∣ ∃i < k,∀j ∈ Z, xJi+jk,i+(j+1)kJ ∈ E}.
The following definition will be very helpful for future constructions: it allows to build
borders so that some particular nonoverlapping zones of configurations can be recognized.
Definition 1.1. Let B be an alphabet and n ∈ N \ {0}. A strongly freezing word u ∈ Bn
is a word such that for all i ∈ J1, nJ, uBi ∩Biu = ∅. Equivalently, [u]0 ∩ [u]i = ∅.
A set E ⊂ Bn is strongly freezing if for all i ∈ J1, nJ, EBi ∩BiE = ∅.
One first remark is that any word u can be extended to some strongly freezing word:
simply take ubk, where b 6= u0 and k ∈ N \ {0} such that b
k does not appear in u.
The shift σ : BZ → BZ is defined for all x ∈ BZ and i ∈ Z by σ(x)i = xi+1.
A subshift Σ is a closed subset of BZ which is strongly invariant by shift, i.e. σ(Σ) = Σ.
Equivalently, a subshift can be defined as the set of configurations avoiding a particular set
L ⊂ B∗ of finite patterns, called forbidden language:
{
x ∈ BZ
∣∣∀i ∈ Z,∀u ∈ L, xJi,i+|u|J 6= u}.
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If the forbidden language L can be taken finite, then we say that Σ is of finite type; if
it is empty it is the full shift. A subshift of finite type has order k ∈ N \ {0} if it admits a
forbidden language L ⊂ Bk containing only words of length k — or equivalently, of length
at most k.
For any subshift Σ and −∞ ≤ l ≤ m ≤ +∞, denote LJl,mK(Σ) =
{
xJl,mK
∣∣x ∈ Σ}.
Note that, when l −m is finite, it only depends on this difference, justifying the definition
Lk(Σ) = LJ0,kJ(Σ) for k ∈ N. We note L(Σ) =
⋃
k∈NLk(Σ) =
{
xJl,mK
∣∣x ∈ Σ, l,m ∈ Z} the
language of the subshift Σ.
Definition 1.2. A (one-dimensional) cellular automaton is a triplet (B, r, f) where B is a
finite alphabet (or state set), r ∈ N is the neighborhood radius and f : B2r+1 → B is the
local transition function.
A cellular automaton acts on elements of BZ (called configurations) by synchronous and
uniform application of the local transition function, inducing the global transition function
F : BZ → BZ, formally defined for all x ∈ BZ and i ∈ Z by F (x)i = f(xi−r, xi−r+1, . . . , xi+r).
We will assimilate the cellular automaton with its global function.
It is easy to see that any cellular automaton commutes with the shift. In a more general
way, Curtis, Hedlund and Lyndon proved that cellular automata correspond exactly to
continuous self-maps of BZ which commute whith the shift [Hed69].
Note that a local rule f : B2r+1 → B can be extended in f : B∗ → B∗ by f(u) =
f(uJ0,2r+1J) . . . f(uJ|u|−2r−1,|u|J).
A partial cellular automaton is the restriction of the global function of some cellular
automaton to some subshift of finite type Σ. Note that it can be defined from an alphabet
B, a radius r ∈ N and a local rule f : L2r+1(Σ)→ B.
For a cellular automaton (B, r, f), a state b ∈ B is said to be quiescent if f(b2r+1) = b.
It is said to be spreading if f(u) = b whenever the letter b appears in the word u.
Note that if F is a cellular automaton on alphabet B, then F (BZ) is a subshift. In
particular, either F is surjective, or F (BZ) admits (at least) a forbidden pattern. It is easy
to see that if j ∈ N \ {0}, then F j is also a cellular automaton, and the subshift F j(BZ) is
included in F j−1(BZ).
The evolution being parallel and synchronous, we can see that the image of any uniform
configuration remains uniform. The set of uniform configuration is then a finite subsystem,
with an ultimate period p ≤ |B|. In particular, F p admits some quiescent state.
Definition 1.3. The limit set of a cellular automaton F is the set
ΩF =
⋂
j∈N
F j(BZ)
of the configurations that can be reached arbitrarily late.
From the remark above, the limit set of the cellular automaton F always contains
(at least) one uniform configuration. It is closed, and strongly invariant by F . More
precisely, the restriction of F over ΩF is its maximal surjective subsystem. In particular, F
is surjective if and only if ΩF = B
Z.
Moreover, it can be seen from the definition that ΩF = ΩF k : the configurations that
can be reached arbitrarily late are the same.
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2. Preliminary results
In this section, we shall recall some classical results that will be needed in the proof.
The “Firing Squad” is a problem on algorithmics over cellular automata, introduced in
1964 by Moore and Myhill in [Moo64]: the goal is to synchronize cells of arbitrarily wide
zones so that they all take the same given state at the same time. It led to different solutions
(see [Maz96]); when dealing with infinitely many cells, we obtain that it is possible to make
them get this state arbitrarily late in time, and Kari’s theorem was the first extrinsic purpose
to this construction; we will reuse it as it was claimed.
Proposition 2.1 ([Kar94b]). There exist some cellular automaton S on some alphabet B
and some states κ, γ ∈ B, with κ spreading, such that:
(1) For any J ∈ N, there is some configuration z ∈ BZ such that F J(z) = ∞γ∞ and
∀i ∈ Z, j < J, F j(z)i 6= γ;
(2) ΩS ∩ [γ]0 ⊂ {κ, γ}
Z.
To prove the undecidability of some property, we need to reduce to it some other
property which is already known to be undecidable. It is classical to reduce the nilpotency
problem, which was proved undecidable in [Kar92]. This proof reduced some tiling problem
to the nilpotency, but actually, the CA involved all admitted some spreading state. Hence
the following stronger result can be derived directly.
Theorem 2.2. The problem
Instance: a cellular automaton N with some spreading state θ.
Question: is N nilpotent?
is undecidable.
The restriction to cellular automata with spreading state is very convenient to allow
constructions of products of cellular automata, thanks to the following result (see for in-
stance [CG07] for a simple proof).
Proposition 2.3. A cellular automaton N on some alphabet A with some spreading state
θ ∈ A is nilpotent if and only if ∀x ∈ AZ,∃i ∈ Z, j ∈ N, N j(x)i = θ.
3. Binary simulation
The main construction in Kari’s proof is based on a simultaneous simulation of several
cellular automata thanks to some complex alphabet. In order to keep a fixed alphabet, we
now need to encode additionnal information into binary configurations. This can be done
thanks to the fact that one of the cellular automata is assumed to be non-surjective. The
non-reachable portions of configurations can be used for the complex encodings.
Lemma 3.1. Let C be an alphabet, Σ a subshift on alphabet 2 distinct from 2Z. Then we
can build some strongly freezing language E ⊂ 2k \ Lk(Σ), with k ∈ N \ {0}, and some
bijection ξ : Lk(Σ)× C → E.
Proof. The basic idea is to use the space outside Σ to compress the word of L(Σ) and make
space for the additional information v ∈ C. However, to construct it freezing, we shall
compress only the second half on the word. Let u be a forbidden pattern for Σ. Should we
extend it as stated before, we can suppose that it is strongly freezing. Should we rename
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the letters, we can suppose that C ⊂ 2l, with l ∈ N \ {0}. As a subset of (2|u| \ {u})m,
Lm|u|(Σ) has cardinal less than (2
|u| − 1)m, and admits thus a bijection ξ˜ from Lm|u|(Σ)
onto some subset of 2n whenever 2n ≥ (2|u| − 1)m. Let us take m ≥ 2|u|+l
|u|−log(2|u|−1)
and
n = m|u| − 2 |u| − l. We now take k = 2m|u| and define ξ : (z, v) 7→ uzJ0,m|u|Jξ˜(zJm|u|,kJ)vu
(see Fig. 1) and E = ξ(Lk(Σ)× C).
z v
ξ
u zJ0,m|u|J ξ˜(zJm|u|,kJ) v u
Figure 1: Encoding into strongly freezing alphabet
Now let w ∈ E2i ∩ 2iE with 1 ≤ i < k. Note that wJi,i+|u|J = u. But we also have
u = wJ0,|u|J = wJk−|u|,kJ and u is strongly freezing, so |u| ≤ i < k − 2 |u|. Moreover,
wJ|u|,(m+1)|u|J is in Lm|u|(Σ) and therefore does not contain the pattern u. Hence i > m |u|.
Similarly, wJi+|u|,i+(m+1)|u|J cannot contain the pattern u, so k − |u| /∈ Ji+ |u| , i+m |u|J,
i.e. i > k − 2 |u|, which gives a contradiction.
The language E will then be used as a particular alphabet, over which we can build
configurations in EZ. This full shift can be more or less seen – up to a short initial shift
– as the system (∞E∞, σk), but must not be confused with the subshift (∞E∞, σ) over 2.
The key point in that construction is that the inclusion of the information of another shift
can be done by a constant-space simulation: Σ and CZ are, in an independent way, factors
of respectively (∞E∞, σ) and of EZ – or, thanks to freezingness, of (∞E∞, σk). This could
not be done in the absence of any forbidden word u.
Given some partial cellular automaton G on some subshift of finite type Σ, some cellular
automata N and S on alphabets A ∋ θ and B ∋ γ, κ. Considering C = A × B, we
can build E, k, ξ as in Lemma 3.1. As a local rule of radius 1, and with a little abuse
of notation corresponding to commuting the products, ξ can be extended to injections
ξ : Lik(Σ) × A
i × Bi → Ei. Let δG, δN and δS be the local rules of G, N and S, and
assume, without loss of generality, that S and N have same radius rS and that G has radius
rG < rSk. Define some cellular automaton ∆G,N,S of radius r = (rS + 1)k − 1 and local
rule δ : 22r+1 → 2 defined as:
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δ(y) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
δG(yJr−rG,r+rGK) if y ∈ L(2r+1)(Σ) (1)
zi if
{
y ∈ 2iErSξ(z, v, γ)ErS2k−1−i
0 ≤ i < k, z ∈ Lk(Σ), v ∈ A
(2)
ξ(z, δN (v), δS(w))i if


y ∈ 2iξ(z, v, w)2k−1−i
0 ≤ i < k, z ∈ L(2rS+1)k(Σ)
v ∈ ArS ×A \ {θ} ×ArS
w ∈ BrS ×B \ {γ, κ} ×BrS
(3)
0 otherwise (4)
This rule is well-defined since the freezingness of E imposes the unicity of i in the
cases (2) and (3). Intuitively, the constructed automaton behaves as G on Σ (1) and uses
the freezing alphabet to simulate both automata N and S while keeping “compressed”
an element of Σ (3). This element is uncompressed when automaton S reaches state γ
(2). When N reaches state θ, S reaches state κ or when the encoding is invalid, the local
transition goes to 0 (4).
Through the end of the section, the cellular automaton S will be a Firing Squad solution
as built in Proposition 2.1. This will allow to make any configuration of Σ appear arbitrarily
late during the evolution, since before the synchronization of S, the configuration of Σ will
not be altered.
We will also assume that θ is a spreading state for the cellular automaton N . Intuitively,
we wonder if N is nilpotent, and show that we can get an answer if we assume that some
property over ∆G,N,S is decidable.
Finally, we assume that the domain Σ of G is the subshift of finite type avoiding a single
forbidden pattern u (of length less than k) such that u0 6= 0 6= u|u|−1. This last property
allows that 0∗L(Σ) ⊂ L(Σ) and L(Σ)0∗ ⊂ L(Σ).
The following lemma shows that the non-encoding patterns will give words in Σ after
one evolution step.
Lemma 3.2. Let x be such that ∆G,N,S(x) ∈ [u]0. Then there is some i ∈ K−k, 0K such that
x ∈ [E2rS+1]i−rSk.
Proof.
• If case (4) of the rule is applied to x in cell 0, then ∆G,N,S(x)0 = 0 6= u0, hence
∆G,N,S(x) /∈ [u]0.
• If case (1) is applied to x in all cells of J0, kJ, then ∆G,N,S(x)J0,kJ ∈ [Lk(Σ)]0, hence
∆G,N,S(x) /∈ [u]0.
• If x applies case (1) in cell 0, but there exists some i ∈ K0, kJ (say minimal) which
applies some other rule. This means that the neighborhood xJi−1−r,i−1+rK is in
L2r+1(Σ) whilst the neighborhood xJi−r,i+rK is not, i.e. x ∈ [u]i+r−|u|. As a result,
all cells of Ji, kJ (and many more) will see a non-homogeneous neighborhood and
apply (4). xJ0,kJ ∈ Li(Σ)0
k−i ⊂ Lk(Σ), hence ∆G,N,S(x) /∈ [u]0.
• If x applies either (2) or (3) in cell 0, then we get the result.
The following lemma completes the previous one: not only cannot u appear from
scratch, but no encoding pattern can appear from a non-encoding pattern.
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Lemma 3.3. Let x be such that ∆G,N,S(x) ∈ [E]0. Then x ∈ [E
2rS+1]−rSk.
Proof.
• If case (3) of the rule is applied in some cell j ∈ J0, kJ, then ∆G,N,S(x) ∈ [E]j−i for
some j ∈ J0, kJ. E being freezing, we get ∆G,N,S(x) ∈ [E]0.
• Since all words of E contain some occurrence of u, Lemma 3.2 gives some i ∈
K−k, k − |u|K such that xJi−rSk,i+(rS+1)kJ = ξ(z, v, w), for some z ∈ L(2rS+1)k(Σ), v ∈
A2rS+1, w ∈ B2rS+1. Assume that i ≥ 0 – the symmetric case is similar. If the
previous point does not occur, then case (2) is applied to cells of Ji, i+ kJ, and
either case (2) or case (3) to cells of Ji− k, iJ. Since 0kLk(Σ) ⊂ L2k(Σ), both
cases imply that ∆G,N,S(x)Ji−k,i+kJ ∈ L2k(Σ). This contradicts the assumption that
∆G,N,S(x)J0,kJ ∈ E.
To study more in details the limit set of the constructed automaton, let us first consider
the set
Λ =
⋃
0≤i<k
−∞≤l<m≤+∞
{
x ∈ 2Z
∣∣∣xJi+lk,i+mkJ ∈ Em−l and ∀j /∈ Ji+ lk, i+mkJ , xj = 0
}
of configurations or pieces of configurations of ∞E∞ surrounded by 0. Note that this set
does not depend on G – only on the subshift Σ. These partially encoding configurations
correspond exactly to those of the limit set of our cellular automaton which are not in Σ,
as proved below.
Lemma 3.4. Ω∆G,N,S ⊂ Σ ∪ Λ.
Proof. From Lemma 3.2, the image of the subshift which avoids all patterns of E is included
in Σ, which itself is invariant. By shift-invariance, it is thus sufficient to prove that Ω∆G,N,S∩
[E]0 ⊂ Λ. One can remark that the patterns of
{
v ∈ E2k2∗
∣∣ vJk,2kJ /∈ E and vJk,2kJ 6= 0k}
are forbidden in the image ∆G,N,S(2
Z). Indeed, if you apply case (3) of the rule in some cell
and another one in another cell, then between these two cells there will be at least a range of
k cells seeing a non-homogeneous neighborhood and applying case (4). By induction on n ≥
1, we can prove that the patterns of
{
v ∈ E2nk2∗
∣∣ vJk,2kJ /∈ E and vJk,2k+n−1J 6= 0k+n−1}
are forbidden in ∆nG,N,S(2
Z), since at least the rS extremal encoding patterns of E disap-
pears at each step, whereas the non-zero patterns of Σ can spread only by rG < rSk cells
every step. In the limit, we obtain that all configurations of Ω∆G,N,S containing a pattern
of E are in Λ.
In the case where N is nilpotent, we can see that the second part of the limit set is
empty, and therefore we obtain the limit set of the original cellular automaton G.
Lemma 3.5. If N is nilpotent, then Ω∆G,N,S = ΩG.
Proof. From Lemma 3.4 and the fact that (∆G,N,S)|Σ = G|Σ , it is sufficient to prove the
emptyness of Ω∆G,N,S ∩ Λ. Let x ∈ Ω∆G,N,S ∩ [E]0 and J ∈ N. There exists y
J ∈ 2Z such
that ∆JG,N,S(y
J) = x. Applying inductively Lemma 3.3, we obtain that yJJ−JrSk,(JrS+1)kJ ∈
E2JrS+1. By compactness, there is some configuration y such that for any i ∈ Z and any
j ∈ N, F j(y)Jik,(i+1)kJ ∈ E. Clearly, in the successive evolution step from y, case (3) of
the local rule is always applied, which implies that there is a configuration in AZ in the
evolution of which θ never appears, hence contradicting the nilpotency of N .
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When N is not nilpotent, we can see that there is a way to let the Firing Squad inject
any configurations of Σ at any time, hiding the action of G: the limit set does not depend
on G.
Lemma 3.6. If N is not nilpotent, then Σ ⊂ Ω∆G,N,S .
Proof. Let x ∈ Σ. From Proposition 2.3, there is some configuration y ∈ AZ such that for
any i ∈ Z and any j ∈ N, N j(x)i 6= θ. Let J ∈ N\{0}. From Proposition 2.1, there is some
configuration z ∈ BZ such that F J−1(z) = ∞γ∞ and for any j < J − 1, F j(z) /∈ {γ, κ}
(since κ is spreading). Consider now the configuration x˜ defined by ∀i ∈ Z, x˜Jik,(i+1)kJ =
ξ(xJik,(i+1)kJ, yi, zi). By a quick induction on j < J , we can see that for any cell i ∈ Z, only
case (3) of the local rule is used, and ∆G,N,S(x˜)Jik,(i+1)kJ = ξ(xJik,(i+1)kJ, N
j(y)i, S
j(z)i). At
time J , since NJ−1(y)i = γ, the second part of the rule is applied and ∆G,N,S(x˜)Jik,(i+1)kJ =
xJik,(i+1)kJ. As a result, x ∈
⋂
J∈N\{0}∆
J
G,N,S(2
Z).
4. Rice Theorem
The construction of the previous section allows us to separate the cases whether N is
nilpotent in the same time as we separate properties of the limit set.
Lemma 4.1. For any nontrivial property P over the limit sets of nonsurjective cellular
automata on 2, there exist two cellular automata G0, G1 on alphabet 2 sharing the same
quiescent state q ∈ 2, and such that ΩG0 ∈ P, ΩG1 /∈ P.
Proof. Take any nonsurjective cellular automaton M on 2 which has both 0 and 1 quies-
cent (such as a minimum cellular automaton). If its limit set satisfies P, then take some
nonsurjective cellular automaton G on 2 whose limit set does not satisfy P. Then G2 has
the same limit set and some quiescent state q ∈ 2. If the limit set of M does not satisfy the
property P, then we can do the same with some nonsurjective cellular automaton G whose
limit set does satisfy P.
Lemma 4.2. Let G0, G1 be two nonsurjective cellular automata on alphabet 2 sharing the
same quiescent state q ∈ 2, and N a cellular automaton with a spreading state θ. Then
we can build two cellular automata Fi, i ∈ {0, 1} such that ΩFi = ΩGi, i ∈ {0, 1}, if N is
nilpotent; ΩF0 = ΩF1 otherwise.
Proof. Should we invert 0 and 1 in the construction, we can assume that q = 0. Let ui be
a forbidden pattern of the (non-full) shift Gi(2
Z), and consider the word u = 1u0u11. The
restrictions G˜i of Gi on the subshift Σ forbidding {u} are partial cellular automata with
the same limit sets than the respective Gi. Define Fi = ∆G˜i,N,S with S being as obtained
in Proposition 2.1. Note that, except in the first case of the locale rule, the definitions of
these two cellular automata are equivalent since they are based on the same subshift. If N
is not nilpotent, then by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6, Ω∆
G˜i,N,S
= Σ ∪Ω(∆
G˜i,N,S
)|Λ . It can be noted
that the restrictions of ∆G˜0,N,S and ∆G˜1,N,S on Λ are equal. Hence Ω∆G˜0,N,S
= Ω∆
G˜1,N,S
.
Now if N is nilpotent, Lemma 3.5 gives the statement.
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Here is now the main result.
Theorem 4.3. Let P be a property satisfied by the limit set of at least one nonsurjective
cellular automaton on 2, but not all. Then the problem
Instance: a cellular automaton F on 2.
Question: ΩF ∈ P?
is undecidable.
Proof. Assume such a property P is decidable. Let Gi, i ∈ {0, 1} be as in Lemma 4.1. Let
us show a procedure to decide whether a given cellular automaton N on alphabet A with
spreading state θ is nilpotent or not, which will contradict Theorem 2.2. We build the two
cellular automata Fi as in Lemma 4.2 and we algorithmically check whether their limit sets
satisfy property P. If ΩF0 ∈ P and ΩF1 /∈ P, then N is nilpotent (otherwise the two limit
sets would be equal). Otherwise, we know that one ΩFi is not equal to ΩGi , so N is not
nilpotent.
From the decidability of the surjectivity problem, established in [AP72], we can rephrase
the previous theorem as follows: surjectivity is the only nontrivial property of the limit sets
of cellular automata on alphabet 2 to be decidable. Of course, this can be translated to
any other fixed alphabet (of at least two letters).
5. Perspectives
This result is a very complete one, since it states that nothing can be said algorithmically
with respect to how the long-time configurations look like. In spite of this, concrete examples
of properties concerned are not so numerous, except nilpotency or apparition of a given state
or pattern.
This is due to the fact that it does not include any dynamical idea. Various results
have been obtained in this direction, about some properties of the restriction of the cellular
automaton to the limit set [dLM09], the properties of the sequences of states taken by a
particular cell [CG07], or the regularity of the languages obtained this way [dL06].
Among the properties that are not known to be concerned by our result, an important
open problem consists in asking whether stability, which corresponds to the fact that the
limit set is reached whithin a finite number of states (and the undecidability of which is not
very hard to establish anyway), is a property of the limit sets or not. This issue is linked
to the understanding of the different types of limit sets we can get with cellular automata,
treated in particular in [Maa95].
Note that space-time diagrams of cellular automata, which represent the superposition
of successive configurations in its application, are two-dimensional subshifts of finite type,
i.e. drawings defined by some local constraints. Hence our result directly implies some
kind of Rice theorem on subshift projections (multidimensional subshifts can be defined
similarly).
Corollary 5.1. Let P be a property satisfied by the limit set of at least one non-surjective
cellular automaton on 2, but not all, and pi : 2Z
2
→ 2Z defined by pi((xij)i,j∈Z) = (x0j)j∈Z.
Then the problem
Instance: a subshift of finite type Σ ⊂ 2Z
2
.
Question: pi(Σ) ∈ P?
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is undecidable.
The previous collary can obviously be generalized to any projection defined similarly
from some k-dimensional tiling to some q-dimensional tiling, where 0 < q < k. This does
not include the property of being the full shift, but the undecidability of this property was
already a consequence of the “perpendicular” Rice theorem in [CG07].
One may also wonder what happens for higher-dimensionnal cellular automata. In this
case, our construction seems to extend well. Moreover, surjectivity is also undecidable which
makes any non-trivial property undecidable.
Moreover, one can ask the same question on another characteristic set of cellular au-
tomata: the ultimate set, containing all the adhering values of orbits, studied for instance
in [GR08]. One can notice that, when shifting enough a cellular automaton, the limit set
is unchanged but the ultimate set becomes equal to the limit set. Hence, any nontrivial
property of limit sets of cellular automata, except being a full shift, is an undecidable prop-
erty of the ultimate set. We can wonder if it is the case for other nontrivial properties of
ultimate sets.
More generally, the Firing Squad can be seen as a very powerful tool to touch the limit
set. Our binary simulation can help hide its evolution within any alphabet. This could
allow other complex constructions desolidarizing the simulation of a cellular automaton
and the structure of its limit set. For instance, could we build an intrinsically universal
cellular automaton (i.e. that can simulate any other cellular automaton) whose limit set is
any given subshift of finite type?
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